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What You'll Hear Today

1. What is data science?
2. Why now?
3. But what is data science really?

—Data
—Machine learning

4. How can I get started?



What is Data Science



There is more or less a 
consensus about the lack 
of consensus regarding a 
clear definition of data 
science. 
— Gil Press, Data Science: What's The Half-Life Of A 
Buzzword?, Forbes, 2013



The sexiest job of the 21st 
century.
— Harvard Business Review



I think data scientist is a 
sexed-up term for a 
statistician.
— Nate Silver



Data Science is statistics 
on a Mac.
— Unknown



A data scientist is a 
statistician who lives in 
San Francisco.
— Unknown



Data science is the study 
of generalizable 
extraction of knowledge 
from data.
— Dhar, V, Data Science and Prediction, 
Communications of the ACM, 56, 12, 2013.



Data science is an 
interdisciplinary field that 
applies mathematics to 
extract knowledge or 
insight from data.







Mathematical Methods

—1763: Bayes' Theorem
—1805: Linear regression
—1950s: Neural networks
—1958: Logistic regression
—1967: k-means clustering
—1984: Classification and regression trees



Development of Data Science?

1. The formal theories of math and statistics
2. Acceleration of developments in computers and 

display devices
3. The challenge, in many fields, of more and ever 

larger bodies of data
4. The emphasis on quantification in an ever wider 

variety of disciplines



John Tukey

The Future of Data 
Analysis
Ann. Math. Stat., 1962



Catalysts of the "Data Revolution"
i.e., what's new

—Widespread interconnectedness (WWW, IoT)
—Large-scale storage (the "cloud")
—Accelerated computation (more "cloud" and 

GPUs)



The catalyst is computing;
the fuel is domain 
independence



Okay, okay...
But what is data science 
really?



Data Science Workflow

1. Acquire data
2. Exploratory analysis
3. Clean, wrangle and "munge" data
4. Build a machine learning model
5. Evaluate model performance
6. Iterate
7. Deploy
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Acquiring Data







You have data. Great!

Do you have...
- missing values?
- corrupted values?
- any non-numeric data?
- privacy concerns?



What's it all for?
Understanding the past and present

—Reporting and visualization 
—business intelligence
—dashboards

—Descriptive and inferential stats 
—A/B testing of products/designs
—how do tweets affect sales?



What's it all for?
Predicting the "future"

—Identifying patterns
—fraud detection
—speech recognition
—image classification
—real estate valuation/appraisals
—retail sales



Machine Learning
Playing without rules







Most of traditional 
science has used first-
principles relationships to 
determine functions.



Data science uses raw 
observations to learn 
functions.





For this to work you need 
labeled data.







Cool!

How do I get started?



Start here...

—Programming/a good tech stack
—Curiosity
—Mathematics



Programming

—Python or R?
—Python (of course)

—numpy (for math, stats, and efficient arithmetic)
—pandas (store and manipulate tabular data)
—scikit-learn (traditional machine learning)
—keras or pytorch (deep learning)



One-stop shopping
Download Anaconda Python and 
launch a jupyter notebook



Demo
Handwritten digit identification



How?

—MOOCs (Coursera, edX, Udemy, Udacity)
—Books (O'Reilly, Intro to Statistical Learning)
—Podcasts



How? The short list...

—fast.ai: Accelerated intro to deep learning
—Aurelien Geron, Hands-On Machine Learning with 

Scikit-Learn & TensorFlow, O'Reilly (lizard)

http://www.fast.ai/


Data Science

Data science is an interdisciplinary field that applies 
mathematics to extract knowledge or insight from 
data.

—Intersection of math, programming, domain
—Catalyzed by explosion of computational power
—Leverages machine learning to bypass functional 

complexity



Thank you!

jmpounders@gmail.com
@justin_pounders (twitter)


